








Sometime back in the fall of 2012, I took a trip down to Taiwan, Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand, India, Nepal, Indonesia, and the Phil-
ippines. Throughout my trip, I aimed to see and learn about  life in Asia. I took some snapshots of food to share my experiences with 
my friends later. I wasn’t sure how I would use them then, but I instinctively knew that it was worth sharing them with someone. 
What was not presented in these photographs were smells, tastes, feelings, conversations, thoughts, etc. ...    
            
                  Keijiro Suzuiki
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A beer from Bangkok to Kanchanaburi, Thailand on a railway that was constructed by forced labor and POWs under Japanese military control during 
WWII; a free meal from a local family in Jaipur, India in return for translating English to Japanese for their local tour guide’s Japanese tourists; spicy 
noodles at a street food stand in hot and humid Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia that made me vomit later; crocodile meat in Nha Trang, Vietnam while watch-
ing Russian tourists pass by; Chinese chow mein prepared by an Indian guesthouse manager near the River Ganga in Varanasi, India; a beer named after 
Gurkhas, Nepalese mercenaries who have fought since colonial times to the Afghanistan War...

Later somewhere else in the world, my friends saw what I experienced through my photographs. Observations of these photos took them to somewhere 
between my trip and their imagination. What fills the gap became another journey that I myself have never experienced; the imagination fills the absence 
of my real experience. By looking back at these photographs, what I can’t really recall was conversations with local people and my own thoughts. I 
remember mostly where I was and what I had by looking back at those photographs. Photographs are great because you can see them later…...

History, experience, and imagination are all conjoined by this collaborative book project. We are taken beyond facts and boundaries into somewhere 
else... somewhere else which may reflect states of our true living...          

                  Keijiro Suzuki

Are congruities through time and space strange, random, or fated? 

(Back) Story: I came upon these images as a series of photos, but now that I see Keijiro’s descriptions after my own writing on them, I see words and 
turns of phrase that we share. The gaps in time and space break open, or at least budge a bit. 

There’s a ubiquity in eating, a need and a delight. How many licks and bites? How much saliva, teeth grinding, mouth watering, burned and bit tongues? 
How much delicious, disgusting, gross or nothing? Empty and full stomachs, glittering and glazed eyes, dirty and clean and sucked fingers... Smells 
from corporate food, restaurants, street food stands, microwaves, and home kitchens in the open air and in contained rooms... The food decay on street 
corners and in garbage cans; the food decay in our bodies which we know even less about.

Picture fram(e/ing): I imagine myself at the seat of these tables, ready to imbibe these drinks and places, gobble up these foods and sights. Am I looking 
so I can see, taste, smell, touch or even hear? I am. Sounds and people and histories are recorded and imagined at the same time.

People prepare us food … somehow ... we sustain each other time and time again. This gift of food goes on and on. Keijiro’s images feed my words 
and back again. 
          
                      Lauren Moya Ford

Epilogue
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